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< br / > Copenhagen 2016 in spring and summer fashion week in full swing, I believe there is concern that the friends have noticed
brand catwalk and street shot a series of photos overwhelmed again for you to serve on 15 models selected street beat the best
shoes feet. In addition to the usual fashion shoes, sports shoes series also a take up space, Nike, Reebok, Adidas originals and
other popular sports brand shoes have be deductive fashion Daren feet, enough of this digression, you may wish to read atlas enjoy
a lot of it! (Editor: YOYO)
Gucci (Gucci) Italian luxury brand, and its products include fashion, leather goods, shoes, watches, neckties, scarves, perfumes and
other flat shoes has been favored by fashionable women, let Xiaobian with everyone to seeMs. Gucci Gucci fashion, flat shoes.
Heart-shaped interlocking double G flat shoes
This Gucci Gucci shades of brown and ebony GG pattern canvas shoes, is a lady flat shoes made ??in Italy. Its unique is that the toe
of the heart-shaped interlocking double G decoration, matched with to rose red trim, stylish.
soho pink leather ballet shoes
The Gucci Gucci soho pink leather ballet shoes, pink leather lining material with a heel height of 5 mm, and is simple. Toe
modification of a bow, this shoe is simple but not so monotonous.
Yulia black suede leather ballet shoes
This Gucci Gucci the yulia black suede leather ballet shoes, looks like ballet shoes, but their appearance together with crystal studs,
looks full of moisture. Black suede leather, plus 10 mm heel height, the perfect combination of pairs of shoes.
1953 suede really Pima horsebit loafers
The purple suede system, this Gucci Gucci 1953 suede really Pima title of the buckle loafers outstanding shape, there is a bronze
metal parts, to create a honorable fashion flat shoes. Heart, right girls!
Damo 'driving shoes this white leather Gucci the ancient Chi Damo' driving shoes with blue signature web and silver accessories,
this shoe looks elegant and gorgeous. Rubber sole shoes to wear more comfortable fit. Is a very good shoes.
Drake's adding Jordan Brand in recent years for us presents a variety of exquisite air jordan rare shoes, let fans feast for the eyes.
< br / > and the concert in the will as the theme of the shoes, in air jordan shoes 3 type of black and white two color showed that solid
shoe body supplemented with colorful details, because of sponsors Capcom, Drake vs. Lil Wayne logo to street fighter style show.
< br / > now you also have to have the chance of such a rare shoes, black and white two tone air jordan 3 "Drake vs. Lil Wayne" now
debut eBay, size for US13, asking price is as high as $25000!
always has a group of people often to collect special material or some rare color AJ series and be concerned about. Today we bring
such a suede version of air jordan 14 is the seamless sample shoe works. Prior to this, some experienced shoe fans have seen the
black and white AJ 14, but when we see such a color, or will feel some joy. Shoe money by deep yellow high-quality quality suede as
main material and at the front part of the shoe body stripe leather decoration design will also be cut, making the air jordans retro 14
physiognomy is concise and full of light perception. But the sole also joined the white carbon plate design, black outsole, tongue,
lining and the heel of the Jumpman logo brand logo still retains the and we see everyday version is fully consistent. This is now on the
eBay auction, like friends can look at. 
source: solecollector
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] According to the initial results of the report published in 2014 by the adidas Group
increased by 6% at constant exchange rates. Wherein the Adidas brand sales grew 11%, the Reebok brand sales growth was 5%. If
calculated in euro, an increase of 2%, turnover reached 14.8 billion euros, slightly higher than the 14.5 billion euros a year ago. 
Herbert Hainer 
Group President, said, "Our brands Adidas and Reebok continued to grow in the last quarter. Group in Western Europe, Greater
China, Europe and South America are emerging markets recorded double-digit growth. While in Russia and currency continued to
weaken neighboring countries led to sluggish business environment, but we are still in 2014 to achieve the goal. " 
2013, Adidas sales in Western Europe recorded a 6% decline. But the return to growth in 2014, primarily due to the World Cup
effect. But it has no published results of the US market, it is the market share in the local recently been surpassed Under Armour. 
Group, said full-year net profit reached 650 million euros. In 2013 after its adjusted net profit 839 million euros. 2014 ruble
devaluation also Shidao it lost 80 million euros. Group while its shoe brand Rockport sold to Berkshire Partners Foundation and
Drydock Foo Group. 
Group performance report will be released on March 5. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe
News Media Partner: Four Seasons Bear shoes Blessed Footwear official website)
Olympic Park wearing (the store), "Lightning" appearance Skills Challenge 
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Chinese brand once again shine NBA All-Star Game. As official NBA marketing partner and
official partner in 2013 to host the Houston Rockets All-Star Game, Pick-Star break and continued the tradition of signing players
shine, to become the world's attention on the top events of the most dazzling Chinese sports brand. 
In the three-day carnival in the All-Star, every day you can see the Olympic signing players on the scene. Pick's All-Star Tony &
middotParker and All-Star rookie Andrew & middotNicholson, All-Star Game appearances for three consecutive days, the All-Star
Rookie Challenge, skill game and All-Star Game. 
NBA All-Star Game is one of the most commercial value of the world's top event, and is the world's top brand of carnival games,
never missed the Olympic event. From 2011 "Huanxie Emperor" brought a crazy dunk McKee started every year Olympic star All-
Star Game appearances. In 2012, the Olympic star Haywood, Anthony & middotMorrow has played All-Star Rookie Challenge and
three race. This year, the former Houston All-Star Game All-Star stuff finale of the drama of the race start, Peak will held a press
conference to formally announce the 5th All-Star point guard Tony Parker to join the ranks of the Olympic global spokesperson and
released at the scene of his All-Star boots a red and blue color of "lightning." (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and
most professional Footwear News)
< br / > New York shoe brand GREATS recently NFL superstar marshawn Lynch and expand cooperation and bring signs shoes
Royale high for the two joint color "beast mode". Tall canister shoe body is made of full of texture of leather material, the whole is
presented in black, and respectively in the tongue, heel and the side of the "BEASTMODE" words at injection golden elements to
create a sense of luxury, also on both sides can also see GREATS sign of car line of decorative details. The shoe will be on sale in



September 20th. (Editor: YOYO)
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